
   Product Showcase: 

Transducer Shield and Saver

Are you willing to assume the risk or are you looking for peace
your electronics’ transducer? The transducer is a very important 
and performance. Impacting the transducer against an
transducer if not remove it completely. A damaged transducer can leave you without sonar 
when you need it the most. Many times we blam
of electronics issues are transducer related and many times these are because we expose the 
transducer to underwater hazards and impacting these hazards 
components inside the transducer: the

Well now there is a product that not only offers protection but also looks like 
part of your boat. Transducer Shield and Saver offers protection as well as looks good on your 
trolling motor. Made from cast aluminum it's perfectly matched to provide the protection you 
need for less than the price of a replacement transducer. For
Humminbird XTM-9-20T - Trolling Motor Mount Transducer cost $67.99 and the Transducer 
Shield and Saver cost $39.95. Transducer Shield and Saver builds products for
Lowrance, Eagle and Garmin and several transducer styles.
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Are you willing to assume the risk or are you looking for peace-of-
The transducer is a very important piece to proper sonar function 

and performance. Impacting the transducer against an underwater obstruction can damage the 
if not remove it completely. A damaged transducer can leave you without sonar 

when you need it the most. Many times we blame it as defective equipment but 90% 
electronics issues are transducer related and many times these are because we expose the 

transducer to underwater hazards and impacting these hazards inflicts 
components inside the transducer: the crystals and wiring. Damage these and 
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and wiring. Damage these and you’re done. 

Well now there is a product that not only offers protection but also looks like it’s supposed to be 
Shield and Saver offers protection as well as looks good on your 
aluminum it's perfectly matched to provide the protection you 

example the price for the 
Trolling Motor Mount Transducer cost $67.99 and the Transducer 

Transducer Shield and Saver builds products for Humminbird, 



Transducer Shield and Saver is also a cu
Humminbird's Side Imaging Sonar. 
to provide you the highest level of detail. But 
from the same underwater obstructions plus they need clear views to both side
receive the sonar waves. Many opt to mount on the jack
protection. Transducer Shield and Saver offers Custom mounting options for mounting to the 
Jack-plate or boat. And they are willing to work to build the best mounting option for you and 
are always willing to listen to your protection needs.

Humminbird Side Imaging users have learned the benefits of using Side Imaging on the trolling 
motor and the Transducer Shield and Saver offer Trolling
Side Imaging Transducer both the Com
transducer for the 997c and 1197c.
$233.99 HDSI Transducer from damage.

 

Transducer Shield and Saver is also a custom builder; making custom mounting products for 
Humminbird's Side Imaging Sonar. This transducer performs best mounted externally 

provide you the highest level of detail. But mounting externally can induce them to damage 
uctions plus they need clear views to both side

the sonar waves. Many opt to mount on the jack-plate or higher on the transom for 
protection. Transducer Shield and Saver offers Custom mounting options for mounting to the 

at. And they are willing to work to build the best mounting option for you and 
are always willing to listen to your protection needs.  

  

users have learned the benefits of using Side Imaging on the trolling 
motor and the Transducer Shield and Saver offer Trolling Motor protection for the Humminbird 
Side Imaging Transducer both the CompactSi for the 798c and 797c2 plus
transducer for the 997c and 1197c. For a small investment of $74.95 you can protect the 
$233.99 HDSI Transducer from damage.  
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higher on the transom for 
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users have learned the benefits of using Side Imaging on the trolling 
Motor protection for the Humminbird 

pactSi for the 798c and 797c2 plus the larger HDSI 
$74.95 you can protect the 



I have personally been testing this product with my HDSI transducers on the Trolling Motor 
and the 12" Slidemaster Jack-plate on
look professionally installed but they
the jack-plate mounting improved the readings by providing better location to send and receive 
without 

s the side sonar sound waves. I've intentionally been pounding the mounts into tre
bottom and any think else I can find in the lake to make sure they provide peace
assurance that they will provide the highest level of protection to your 
Check out all the great products Transducer Shield
www.transducershieldandsaver.com

 They even offer Black Powder Coated Hose Clamps for that added 

Doug Vahrenberg receives promotional considerations from these fine companies: Skeeter

Boats, Yamaha Outboards, MinnKot
Charts, LuckyCraft Lures, Transducer Shield and Saver, Secret Lures, Dave
Daiwa Reels, AGCO Farm Equipment.

I have personally been testing this product with my HDSI transducers on the Trolling Motor 
plate on my Skeeter. And not only were they easy to install and 

look professionally installed but they provide added protection from underwater hazards and on 
plate mounting improved the readings by providing better location to send and receive 

any obstruction

I've intentionally been pounding the mounts into tre
bottom and any think else I can find in the lake to make sure they provide peace
assurance that they will provide the highest level of protection to your electronics’

all the great products Transducer Shield and Saver offers at their website 
www.transducershieldandsaver.com or contact them for the custom application you need.

        

They even offer Black Powder Coated Hose Clamps for that added 

Professional Touch! 

 

Doug Vahrenberg receives promotional considerations from these fine companies: Skeeter

Boats, Yamaha Outboards, MinnKota Motors and Chargers, Humminbird Electronics, Navionics
Charts, LuckyCraft Lures, Transducer Shield and Saver, Secret Lures, Dave’s Custom Baits,
Daiwa Reels, AGCO Farm Equipment. 

I have personally been testing this product with my HDSI transducers on the Trolling Motor 
were they easy to install and 

underwater hazards and on 
plate mounting improved the readings by providing better location to send and receive 

any obstruction

I've intentionally been pounding the mounts into trees, rocks, the 
bottom and any think else I can find in the lake to make sure they provide peace-of-mind and 

electronics’ transducer. 
and Saver offers at their website 

or contact them for the custom application you need.  
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